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December 03rd 2013:Special Encore Presentation: Show
Debut~ High school athletes and college recruiting
The process of college recruiting has changed considerably
over the years. College football is competitive. So is the
recruiting process. College recruiting is a game, too. There
are rules and strategies. Preparation and perseverance pay
off. And with roster spots and scholarship dollars on the line,
there are winners and losers. Hearing about what to do and
not to do during this process from those who have been
through it serves as valuable information. Our guest, Donte
Gamble has successfully been there and done that. Lorenzo
Reyna is currently on the front lines watching and writing about
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Donte Gamble was an all city conference player at Washington high school in Los
Angeles. At El Camino college, in Torrance, he was a unanimous pick as a cornerback
and punt returner, and also was selected “All State” in California as a corner back.
Donte transferred to San Diego State and started his first season as a corner back and
on kick return. After graduating from San Diego State, Donte played for the Calgary
Stampeders of the Canadian football League, the Peoria Pirates of American Football
League, and the Ottawa Renegades. Donte is also coaching youth football and trying
to spread the hope of opportunity of sport so kids can learn teamwork, multi tasking,
and leadership, and he a
Read more

Lorenzo J. Reyna
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“Even if someone tells you how great you are, still find ways to be better. Treat your
goals like being at the buffet line. Got to stay hungry to become satisfied.” -Lorenzo J.
Reyna- If there’s any 7-on-7 tournaments or skill camps that showcases emerging
California football talent at the prep level, you can be assured Lorenzo J. Reyna will be
there searching for the next big time prospects. Lorenzo is a strong fixture in the
recruiting world as a writer. He became the coverage writer for Passing Down, one of
the fastest-growing 7-on-7 tournaments in California.. Lorenzo has his blog corner,
Cali Gold Mine, which was created in 2012 to help prospects in California get noticed.
Cal
Read more
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